Database is defined as collection of files or table, where as DBMS stands for Database Management System which is collection of unified programs used to manage overall activities of the database. The two dominant approaches used for storing and managing database are centralized database management system and distributed database management system in which data is placed at central location and distributed over several locations respectively. Independent of the database approach used, one of the foremost issue in the database is the retrieval of data by using multiple table from central repository in centralized database and from number of sites in distributed database. Joins and semi joins are primitive operations used to extract required information from one, two or multiple tables. In this paper the focus is given on computing and analyzing the performance of joins and semi joins in distributed database system. The various metrics that will be considered while analyzing performance of join and semi join in distributed database system are Query Cost, Memory used, CPU Cost, Input Output Cost, Sort Operations, Data Transmission, Total Time and Response Time. In short the intention of this study is analyze the performance and behavior of join and semi-join approach in distributed database system.
INTRODUCTION
Data is one the vital entity in the database is managed by two using two major database approaches known as Centralized Database Management Approach and Distributed Database Management Approach. Centralized database management is one the traditional approach of database management, in which all of the data in database is sited on central location. Centralized database approach has overcome several limitations of file oriented approach of prior times. Since in centralized database approach the data is placed on central repository hence it is easy to access or extract data from multiple tables as compare to distributed database approach where data is distributed over several sites. In centralized database the database query can be easily transformed into set of relational algebra's operation, but in distributed database system one has to put more effort to analyze the amount of data exchange in addition to corresponding set of relational algebra's operations. Distributed database system [1] [4] [8] is defined as collection of logically interrelated data distributed over several sites. The number of nodes in distributed system is connected either by using wired or wireless network media. In other words distributed database system [3] [10] is defined as the convergence of database system and Computer Network. One of the major issues in the distributed database design is the placement of data and program across the number of computer or site available in the system. After making placement of data and application program one has to focus on transforming a distributed query into equivalent low level query so that actual implementation and execution strategy of the query can be carried out. In distributed database system, it is obvious the database query will extract data from several different sites, so in this case the important factor is to reduce to amount of data transmission to maximum extent.
OBJECTIVE OF STUDY
The various objectives of this study are:
To 
JOINS AND SEMI JOINS
Before proceeding further let us first understand the concept of Join and Semi joins. Join [6] is one of the most imperative operations in database theory that is used to extract information from two or more than two tables. Technically join operation is one of the special cases of Cartesian product. In join unlike Cartesian product before concatenation the tuples of the join tables are checked against specified condition. There are various types of joins like equi-join, self join, inner join, outer join etc. Independent of type all of these are used to extract data from two or more tables. The center of attraction in this study will be equi-join one of the most frequently used type of join. A semi-join is one of the important operations in relation theory that is used to optimize a joins query. Semi join [3] is used to reduce the size of relation that is used as an operand. A semi-join from Ri to Rj on attribute A can be denoted as Rj⋉ Ri . Research shows that semi joins are very helpful in optimizing the join query by reducing the quantity of data exchanged. But one of the darken side of using semi join is that it increases the local processing cost as well as number of message. It returns rows that match an EXISTS sub-query without duplicating rows from the left side of the predicate when several rows on the right side satisfy the norms of the sub-query. The research has shown that Semi-join and anti-join transformation cannot be done if the sub-query is on an OR branch of the WHERE clause. The objective of semi join in distributed database is to reduce the data transmission [2] from one site to another. The semi join can be implemented by using different join methodology. The following algorithm explains the working of semi joins in nested loop. Open table1
While not end of table1
Read tuple from table1
Success=false Open table2
While not end of table2
Read tuple from table2 
EXPERMENTAL ANALYSIS
The processing of distributed query is different from centralized query. One of the vital parameter in distributed query processing is the amount of data transmission required for getting required result. To analyze the working and performance of joins and semi joins operation in centralized as well as in distributed database system the following tables EMP and DEPT are to be considered. While analyzing the performance in centralized database system it is obvious that EMP and DEPT table are placed on same site or location. On the other hand while analyzing the performance in distributed database it is assumed that EMP and DEPT tables are placed at site1 and site2 respectively. The complete structure of the above said table is as given below: Dept Table   Create 
Query Processing Using Semi Joins
The above said query when implemented with semi join approach will look like as follow: From the above analysis one come to conclude that semi joins gives its best when one want to reduce the amount of data transmission from one site to another. 
Data Tranmission

JOINS VERSUS SEMI JOINS
One of the interesting questions is when the query has to be executed with Join and when with semi join. The selection of join and semi joins in distributed system is directly depends upon the data transmission from one site to another. In this study the major fact that came out is that semi joins is found more useful than join when the data transmission from one site to another is more. The following pseudo-code will explain the case when join or semi join will be selected for execution of query.
Assumption: it is assumed that table T1, T2 are placed over site S1,S2 and the query is requested and resulted on Site S3. In the following pseudo-code Scost refers to cost of semi join operation, JA is joining attribute, R is resultant table compiled after joining join attribute with joining table followed by selection and projection operation if required, JCost is cost of join operation. Here cost means transmission cost only.
Step1: Read Table T1 Step2: Read Table T2 Step3: Read Operation
Step4: Project JA from the required table 
6.CONCLUSION
From the above analysis in distributed database system the analysis shows that join approach gives its best in data transmission when a relation having lower cardinality is transmitted to the location where a relation of upper cardinality and larger tuple size is placed. In regard to total time it is clear from above analysis that the query executed with semi join possess lesser total time when data transfer is more. It is very difficult to conclude which one is better in join and semi joins. From the above study it is clear that the data transmission in a distributed query using semi join is always lesser than the data transmitted in distributed query using joins operation however data accessed using semi join may be larger than join operation. No doubt semi joins implement more operation as compare to join, but it reduces the number of bytes transferred from one site to another to great extent. Further one is able to conclude that semi joins are beneficial if the transmission cost is of main consideration, otherwise joins will be preferred.
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